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In 2012, Silvia Espinosa was the valedictorian of two simultaneous degrees consisting of a B.S.+MSEE in Physics, Mathematics and Energy and a MSc.
in Computational Fluid Dynamics in Spain and the UK, respectively. Afterwards, she worked at the Max Planck Institute for Plasma Physics in Germany
in high performance computing improving fusion codes. In 2017, she completed a PhD in Plasma Physics at MIT with highest honors under the
supervision of Dr. Peter Catto; staying there two more years as a postdoctoral researcher. Since 2019, she is an Assistant Professor at the Courant
Institute for Mathematical Sciences at New York University. Her research, being patented and resulting in more than five first-author publications, has
won the Spanish, European and American Nuclear Society (SNE, ENS, ANS) awards and European and American Physical Society (EPS, APS) awards.

The fusion community has created ‘mini-Suns

on Earth’ to obtain unlimited, cheap, safe and

clean energy. As little as two liters of water and

250g of stones are enough to cover a European

family’s demand for energy for an entire year. In

addition, the clean and harmless fusion product

is the helium that fills the children balloons.

The 300% power increase achieved by just modifying the plasma edge illustrates with more than 1500

citations the significance that understanding plasma edge physics has in fusion. The discovery of

materials that can withstand the temperature of the Sun shifts the fusion challenge from heat

handling to impurity removal. Our research explains how to quadruple fusion power while also

removing impurities and absorbing fuel for free. In addition, one of the most important challenges for

fusion codes is finding the equations to implement, since plasma edge physics is not well understood.

I have developed the first that includes both the dynamics on the surface and perpendicular to it,

which literally opens a new dimension for fusion codes. Apart from funding by DOE and recently NSF

as a permanent resident, this research has also been awarded highly-competitive PhD and

postdoctoral national grants with <5% and <3% acceptance rate respectively.


